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This report contains a budget status for the RSS instrument as of Jan 1, 2006, with a major
update allowing for an extended commissioning phase extending until June 30, 2007.

A) Actual Expenditures through Quarter 4, 2005

1) Actual expenditures for Rutgers for Quarter 2, 2003 through Quarter 4, 2005 have been
updated based on actual invoices, for a total nominal dollar delta of $9682.  This mostly reflects
actual travel and shipping costs for commissioning.  Note that as a part of this revision the
etalons are now correctly charged on date of invoice rather than the end of the project, resulting
in an unusual RU base dollar delta.

2) Actual expenditures for UW for Quarter 2, 2005 were corrected to include costs for shipping
RSS from UW to South Africa in April 2005 ($16,323).  This was not accounted at the time
because it was charged to a different University fund.  This does not have an effect on the Cost
to Completion because of the PDR Travel/ Shipping cap.

A PDF copy of the quarterly UW direct cost reconciliation spreadsheet for Quarter 4, 2005 is
attached:

3) Salaries were underspent by $20,627 ($30,012 with indirect).  This is because a planned two
months of Jeff Percival�s salary was picked up by the UW �Dean�s fund� instead of by the
project.  The one month he actually spent on the project is then �pro bono� by the University.

4) Supplies were overspent by $945 ($1375 with indirect).  This is due to unbudgeted shipping
costs while the team was in South Africa.

5) Under Capital Equipment, there was a total overspend of $597: Under structure, there were
small addition charges for the mount pads. Under mechanisms, there were small additional
expenses for the slitmask mechanism and the beamsplitter mechanism.

B) Cost to Completion Revisions

The EXCEL budget is available at the report website.  The following changes were made,
beyond updating estimates to actual costs (above), and updating the inflation factors.  Changes
are entirely due to an extension of the project until June 30, 2007, allowing for an Extended
Commissioning Phase.  Note that for this phase the PDR travel/ shipping cap has been removed.



1) $11,802 was added to Quarter 1, 2006 for 1.5 months for Mechanical Engineering (Mike
Smith) for preparation of the final drawing package after the first commissioning trip.  Mike left
the project in mid-February, 2006.

2) $19,169 was added to Quarters 1 and 2, 2006 for computer system administration and project
administration.  This had been left out of the previous two quarters because the commissioning
activity had been previously envisaged to wind down before then.

3) $19,150 was added to Quarters 1 and 2, 2006 for extended commissioning for the Instrument
Scientist (Eric Burgh, 35%, based on actual estimated percentage time spent on RSS).

4) $6600 was added to Quarter 3, 2006 for capital expenses for the throughput test equipment
(lasers, filters, and mirrors)

5) $3200 was added to Quarter 3, 2006 for machining for the throughput test equipment.

6) $4800 was added to Quarter 4, 2006 for engineering design for the throughput test jig (Kurt
Jaehnig, 0.35 months).

7) $56,540 was added to Quarter 3, 2006 through Quarter 2, 2007 for extended commissioning
for the Instrument Scientist (Eric Burgh, 50%, a guesstimate).

8) $250 was added to Quarter 4, 2006 for a Filter Storage Crate (RU).

9) $5000 was added to Quarter 1, 2007 for Fabry-Perot (RU) Commissioning Travel.

10) $17,500 was added to Quarter 4, 2006 and Quarter 1, 2007 for air travel for commissioning
trips by Nordsieck and Burgh (three trips each).

11) $2750 was added to Quarter 4, 2006 and Quarter 1, 2007 for SAAO accommodation for
Nordsieck and Burgh (2, 3, and 4 weeks for the three trips).

The following two tables show the deltas, in nominal dollars and base dollars, from the 2005
Quarter 3 budget, (May 5, 2006).

Nominal Dollars

2005 Q3 2005 Q4 Delta
UW $3,787,111 $3,900,417 $113,306
SAAO $605,231 $605,231 $0
RU $975,251 $990,183 $14,932
Total $5,367,593 $5,495,831 $128,238



Base dollars

2005 Q3 2005 Q4 Delta
UW $3,375,563 $3,466,937 $91,374
SAAO $544,425 $544,425 $0
RU $849,984 $873,539 $23,555
Total $4,769,972 $4,884,901 $114,929

The largest changes in the budget are summarized below, keyed to explanation paragraphs in
section A (Actual Expenditures) and B (Cost to Completion Revisions).

Delta summary (Nominal direct + indirect)

Delta Explanation Item
$9,682 RU Actuals update A1

($30,012) UW Quarter 4, 2005 Salaries A3
$1,375 Materials and Supplies A4
$597 Capital Equipment A5

$11,802 Q106 Mechanical Engineering B1
$19,169 Computer and Project Administration B2
$19,150 Q1-2 �06 Instrument Scientist B3
$6,600 Throughput Equipment Capital B4
$3,200 Throughput Equipment Machining B5
$4,800 Throughput Equipment Engineering B6
$56,540 Q3 �06 - Q2 �07 Instrument Scientist B7

$250 Filter Storage Crate (RU) B8
$5,000 Commissioning Travel (RU) B9
$17,500 Commissioning Air Travel (UW) B10
$2,750 Commissioning Accommodation (UW) B11

$128,403 Total

With respect to the ceiling established at PDR, $4,375,136 in base dollars, this budget 
overspends the cap by $509,765 base dollars (10.4% of project cost).  We soon expect to recover
approximately $10,000 from the resale of the spare optical blanks.  However, expenses for any
repair activities associated with the throughput or ghost issues have not been included.



Budget Reconciliation Page



Oct Nov Dec
Quarter 

Total 
Amount 

Budgeted
Actual - 
Budget

Salaries + Fringes
Salary $722 $7,380 $8,712 $16,815 $32,528 -$15,713
Fringe $153 $2,680 $3,313 $6,146 $11,060 -$4,913
Total $875 $10,061 $12,025 $22,961 $43,588 -$20,627

Tuition Remission   
Tuition Remission
Total $0 $0 $0 $0

Supplies & Material
Misc. (Supplies-Office, Printing & Duplicating-State)
Supplies
Fed ex charges $528 $263 $155 $945
Other  (Maintenance, Repair, Software, Services)

Total $528 $263 $155 $945 $0 $945
   

 Travel
International
JWP - SA flights $2,508 $2,508
EBB-lodging and meals $1,934 $1,934
MS - lodging and meals $3,476 $377 $3,853
Domestic
Total $7,917 $0 $377 $8,294 $8,294 $0

Publications
SPIE etc.
Total $0 $0 $0 $0

SAAO Accom and travel fund  (capitalized)
Car rental $963 $963
Total $963 $0 $0 $963 $963 $0

Capital Equipment
3110 - Instrument Structure $246  $246 $0 $246
3120 - Optics $9,170 $9,170 $9,170 $0
3130 - Mechanisms $379 $379 $28 $351
3140 -Control System $0 $0 $0 $0
3150 - Slitmask System $0 $0 $0 $0
3190 - Detector System $0 $0 $0 $0

Total $9,796 $0 $0 $9,796 $9,198 $597
$0  

Subcontractor 0
Optomechanical Consultant(Pilot Grp) $0
Machinist (UW Physics Shop, PSL) $0
Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Total capitalized $10,759 $0 $0 $10,759 $10,161 $597
Total PFIS Expenses $20,078 $10,323 $12,557 $42,959 $62,043 -$19,084  

Non PFIS expenses
B. Savage to NZ $2,503 $2,503

Total Non PFIS $2,503 $2,503
Total PFIS $20,078 $10,323 $12,557 $42,959
Total PFIS and non-PFIS $20,078 $10,323 $15,060 $45,462

 

 

Actual Payments Made Oct - Dec 2005

SALT
Quarter 4 2005

PFIS Expenses


